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The "KiteRunner", an award-winning solar car, was designed by Mount Arlington students, from left: Kevin 

Brindisi, Nicole Frey, Alexis Merola and Sierra Rogalsky. 
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Mount Arlington Team "Cards in Motion" captured two awards at the TransOptions State Level Solar Car 

Competition. From left are: Sydney Ostolaza, Mila Teodorescu, Madalyn Pflug and Ashely Zheng. 

 

MOUNT ARLINGTON - So what does it take for a repeat Grand Champion win? 

Just ask borough eighth grader Alexa Merola from Mount Arlington School. 

Her team "KiteRunner," which also includes teammates Sierra Rogalsky, Nicole Frey, and Kevin 

Brindisi captured this year’s TransOptions Solar Cup at the state level competition. 

 

For Merola, it was a repeat. 

In addition, students from Mount Arlington captured medals, plaques, trophies, and an overall 

Grand Champion Trophy by competing in three separate Junior Solar Sprint Car Competitions 

events sponsored by TransOptions Inc. and by Picatinny Arsenal’s Army Educational Outreach 

Program. 

Students design and build vehicles which must carry a payload and have a backup battery system 

as well as a solar panel to power their vehicle down a 20 meter track, according to a release 

issued by the K-12 district. 
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Speed is just one component of the program, and students must maintain a detailed engineers’ 

logbook as well as create a digital portfolio which documents their design and testing processes 

and modifications. Beyond speed, medals and plaques are awarded for Technical Merit 

(Engineering), Digital Portfolio, Engineers’ Logbook, Craftsmanship & Creativity”, Best Use of 

Upcycled Materials, and Student Choice. For people’s choice, students voted for their favorite 

vehicle. This year, more than 4, 000 students competed from more than 105 schools in the 

region. 

Divisional Races 

Mount Arlington competed on Monday, May 14 at the Great Meadow Middle School and 

captured six of the possible 15 awards with three teams moving onto the state level competition. 

Team Paradox, designed by eighth graders Natalie Cantagallo and Ty Eckert and analyzed and 

tested by seventh graders Jolie Parisi and Olivia Keenan, explored space exploration. This 

vehicle placed second in the "People’s Choice" category. 

Team UpCycler, designed by grade seven students Madison Moran and Gizelle Castaneda, used 

an abundance of recycled materials and an artistic touch to upcycle plastic spoons, cups, axles, a 

mylar bag, and wheels. The mylar bag was used to create a reflector system to capture more 

photons. This vehicle placed first in "Craftsmanship" and third in "UpCycled Materials." 

Team Cards in Motion, designed by grade eight students Mila Teodorescu and Sydney Ostolaza 

and analyzed and tested by seventh graders Madalyn Pflug and Ashley Zheng, created an overall 

technically sound symmetrical car using cardboard from card game decorations. This vehicle 

placed third in "Engineering Portfolio." 

Team KiteRunner, designed by grade eight students Alexis Merola, Sierra Rogalsky, and Nicole 

Frey and analyzed, tested, and upgraded by grade five student Kevin Brindisi, focused on 

craftsmanship and creativity but combined numerous experiments. KiteRunner placed first in 

"Engineering Portfolio" and first in "People’s Choice." They explored using different wheel-



sizes, gear ratios, and completed a solar incidence study using a voltmeter to measure the voltage 

output with the solar panel at different angles. 

Rogalsky, whose artistic talented was showcased with the design, praised the program. 

"Solar Cars and the Junior Solar Sprints program is a great opportunity for students to learn the 

physics and art behind making solar cars. I enjoyed the program and highly recommend that 

students who want to learn more about solar cars and such should participate!" 

State Races 

Mount Arlington compete on Monday, May 21 at the Ridgedale Ave Middle School and 

captured five of the possible 16 awards. Students are encouraged to work on their vehicles 

between the regional and state level competition, according to the district. 

Team Cards in Motion continued its success and captured second place in "Craftsmanship" and 

second in "Engineering Portfolio." 

Team KiteRunner recaptured the "Overall Grand Champion" Trophy by placing 1st Place in 

Craftsmanship and first place in "Engineering Portfolio" and had several successful complete 

runs for speed. It is noted that this "Grand Champion Award" was a repeat for engineer Alexis 

Merola who captured this award last year. In addition grade five team member Kevin Brindisi 

worked to help with the vehicle by changing the gear ratio for better mechanical advantage and 

helped to determine the best angle pitch of the panel. 

AEOP Race 

On Thursday May 17, 15 teams competed at the Picatinny Competition which is hosted for 

students in grades 5-8. Mount Arlington captured third and fourth in speed out of 50 competitors. 

The Equation Mobile, designed by grade six students Ege Denis Barbaros and Andrew Elmasri, 

was designed using TinkerCAD and was 3-D printed. The Galactic Rider, designed by grade five 



student Oksana Hryvnak-Sukharyna, used more traditional materials, such as balsa wood, to 

create an elongated, balanced and streamlined triangular car. 

 

Borough students benefited by the technical service of Picatinny Engineer Eric Gauthier who 

met with students to review design and testing protocols. 

 


